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ABSTRACT 

Until this research was conducted, there has not existed a comprehensive list describing 

the components of a compelling story. Previous research in relation to storytelling has lacked the 

exhaustive nature of the research included in this report but instead focused on four, siloed areas 

for consideration. Research for this study was conducted through consolidation of both 

secondary and primary sources. Secondary sources focused on current studies of storytelling in 

reference to: the core principles of storytelling, psychological appeal to an audience, ability to 

create an active relationship between story and audience, and its appeal to branding. This 

secondary research was consolidated into 6 comprehensive categories that outline the 

components of compelling storytelling and was tested against professional use in a variety of 

storytelling-inclusive fields. The categories were then adjusted based on industry feedback and 

tested in case-study format against a highly regarded storytelling marketing campaign. The case-

study performed validates the legitimacy of the identified categories which are now available for 

use to any marketer or storyteller attempting to apply compelling storytelling to their mission and 

message.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Storytelling – the socially and culturally influenced act of sharing a moral-driven tale or 

factual event – has long existed as an art used to deliver a message in a way that impacts its 

audience. It exists as perhaps one of the most longstanding methods of communication in the 

history of mankind, though the way we tell these stories has evolved over time (Mendoza, 2015). 

Paralleling the advancements of the human race, stories have shifted from cave drawings, to oral 

traditions, to more permanent documentations like print, photos, and videography. Despite the 

evolution of storytelling as a medium, it has been put to use to accomplish the same, timeless, 

and yet invaluable, task: “to convey messages and share accumulated knowledge and wisdom to 

help navigate and explain the world around us” (Mancuso & Stuth, 2014). Stories allow us to 

convey emotions, experiences, and insights across people groups without being limited by time, 

space, or experience.  

 Marketers have discovered the value of implementing storytelling practices into their 

profession in order to improve related marketing metrics such as brand awareness and 

conversion rates (number of people moved to make a purchase decision after seeing an 

advertisement relative to the number of people exposed to the advertisement.) Also referred to as 

“content marketing,” storytelling marketing calls for brands to generate “valuable, relevant, and 

compelling content” (Pulizzi, 2012) as complements to the storytelling process. The art of 

intertwining stories with brand initiatives is not new. The first execution of storytelling 

marketing is accredited to John Deere via The Furrow, the company’s self-published agricultural 

journal (Pulizzi, 2012). The Furrow was used to not only promote and sell John Deere products, 

but to invite readers to become a part of the John Deere brand by empowering them to create 

their own agricultural success stories through relevant, regularly published content.  
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The key to unlocking the power of a story is rooted in understanding what aspects of 

stories draw in consumers with such force and persistency. The power that surrounds even the 

simplest of story structures is best exemplified by the profitability of the entertainment industry. 

According to a 2017 study by the Chief Marketer, “Americans spend $10 billion a year going to 

movies and 35 hours a week of TV. Add to that, video games are a $15 billion industry” (Odell, 

2017). This study noted that audiences have long been, and continue to be, attracted to stories 

because our brains function in the same fashion. Communications expert Rob Biesenbach 

discussed findings in his research surrounding the power of storytelling: “One study showed that 

when we hear a story, it triggers the same area of the brain as when we experience an event. 

There is little distinction between story and experience” (Odell, 2017). We see through these 

findings that stories transform an audience psychologically – no longer does someone have to 

individually experience anger or loss to feel its emotive impact. Instead, stories grant us a new 

level of emotional understanding solely through the presentation of applicable content. 

Storytelling presents itself as a tool that proves precious to brands trying to reveal their value to a 

customer.  

Despite the heightening adoption of story-centric marketing campaigns, there exists no 

centralized location combining the deductions of academics with the content marketing practices 

tangibly and regularly executed by industry professionals. This work aims to connect the 

academically distinguished attributes of storytelling with the best-practices used by professionals 

in order to create a comprehensive strategy to execute an effective content marketing campaign.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Principles of Storytelling 

 McKee (2003) argues that the best way to persuade any audience into taking action is to 

tell a compelling story. She justifies this claim by stating: “In a story, you do not only weave a 

lot of information into the telling but you also arouse your listener’s emotions and energy…it 

demands vivid insight and storytelling skill to present an idea that packs enough power to be 

memorable” (McKee, 2003). The draw in using storytelling to drive action lies in the story’s 

ability to conjure emotion to the extent that a listener, reader, or audience member will find a 

topic memorable. Applying storytelling methodologies to a marketing campaign requires more 

than establishing a traditional plot, protagonist, and moral – it is a strategic target of influence on 

customer emotion and psychology. The following outlines what existing research has deemed 

components of a compelling story for both the purposes of entertainment and marketing: 

 

 Expresses why and how life changes. As is typical in traditional plot structure (Figure 1), 

most stories follow a pattern: establishment of background, inciting incident, rising action, 

climax, and resolution. The repetitiveness of this structure is intentional and affects the way 

Figure 1: (303 Traditional Plot, 2016) 
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audiences choose to engage with a story. In order to comprehend the extremity of the effects 

conjured by the inciting incident, the audience must first be introduced to the contrast of a life 

experienced in balance (Woodside, 2010). A compelling story will successfully describe the 

journey taken to deal with the opposing forces and set the world at balance (Woodside, 2010). 

For the marketer, it is equally as important to display a journey dealing with opposing forces, as 

it offers the opportunity to exhibit a conflict of which your product is the solution. 

  

Give a voice to the skeptics. The skeptic is defined as the one that “hunts for the truth 

beneath the surface of life, knowing that the real thoughts and feelings of institutions or 

individuals are unconscious and unexpressed” (Woodside, 2010). As a storyteller, understanding 

and addressing the perspective of the skeptics allows for a platform of integrity. For the 

marketer, it is important to similarly address critique, as it allows for the creation of a story that 

is compelling while maintaining credibility. Skepticism is equally important as an attribute of 

sales, as the customer must have a genuine trust in your brand in order to drive them to purchase. 

 

 Identify a principle protagonist. The protagonist leads the viewer on the journey of the 

story at hand, and because of this dependent relationship, asks the viewer to identify what the 

protagonist needs that will restore the order in his or her life (Woodside, 2010). The story should 

place equal emphasis on the protagonist and the elements at work that are keeping the 

protagonist from achieving what he or she truly desires (Woodside, 2010). In a marketing 

context, storytelling is most effective when told by a third-party. One of the most valuable things 

a brand can do on social media today is to allow influencers to tell the brand’s story for them, as 

it presents a voice of authenticity that is difficult to achieve as a brand. Because of the one-way 
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nature of advertising, customers are hesitant to trust the voice of brands in fear of manipulation 

to achieve sales. People will tell a better story than the brand itself, because people attract people 

(Cole, 2017). 

 

Storytelling in Psychology 

The psychological power of storytelling lies within the connection of story structure and 

the familiarity of said structure to the human brain. The human brain experiences similar 

chemical reactions when experiencing an event firsthand and when experiencing the event from 

a third-person perspective, such as by story (Odell, 2017).  By utilizing the influential power of 

emotions on a customer’s decision-making process, marketers can find the psychological effects 

of storytelling on the human brain most beneficial to their desire to drive purchases. The 

following review discusses the value of connectivity between the human brain with traditional 

story structure via three primary points: 

 

Human memory is story-based. Information is received, stored, and retrieved all within 

the human brain in the form of stories (Schank, 1999). Each event stored in our memory provides 

touch-points that allow us to connect similarities in things we’ve experienced to things 

happening to others in order to understand the emotions surrounding these events. These touch-

points add an element of relevancy among humans so that “people can remember individual 

experiences and use those experiences to help them in processing similar experiences” (Schank, 

1999). Similar to human memory, stories provide touch points to which audience members can 

relate the actions of the protagonist, antagonist, and supporting characters to experiences they 

have endured personally. Traditional story plot structure is most notably divided into five stages 
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per English playwright Gustav Freytag: exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, and 

resolution (Freytag, 1863), and it is in these stages that touch-points live. The utilization of touch 

points between human memory and plot structure gives the audience intrinsic motivation to 

listen and learn from the storyteller. To the marketer, story-based memory provides a unique 

platform on which to approach a customer.  

 

 Memory is episodic. Episodic memory has been defined as the “capacity to recall specific 

experiences as if one were to ‘mentally time travel’ to re-experience individual events” (Allen & 

Fortin, 2013). Many believe that the ability to recall memories in form of episodes is unique to 

humans, as it is dependent on the structure of the brain at large – specifically, the hippocampus 

(Allen & Fortin, 2013). The ability to store information in an episodic fashion allows one to not 

only recall, but re-experience and learn from details such as conflict, experiences, outcomes, and 

emotions surrounding person-to-person and person-to brand relationships (Woodside, 2010). 

This type of memory allows us to relate the nuances of one situation to another, facilitating the 

establishment of longstanding, versus isolated, relationships between self-to-others and self-to-

brand. Marketers can use the development of relationships such as these to establish a loyal 

customer base that, with the right care, have the potential to develop into fan-centric buyers and 

participants in word-of-mouth advertising. 

  

Stories provide clarity. As a species, we turn to stories to provide clarity in the tangled 

and disheveled details of everyday life. We seek stories that have morals at the end and, even if 

unconsciously, increase our empathy as a result of our inner desire to create a better-functioning 

society (Gopnik, 2017). Overall, stories serve a greater purpose than mindless entertainment, and 
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that is why we tend to migrate toward them and give them such large proportions of our time. 

From a branding perspective, it is difficult to capture the attention of any potential buyer with 

over 5,000 ads fighting for a single person’s attention on a regular day (Johnson, 2006). Further, 

it has become more difficult to effectively distribute messages to consumers as the number of 

platforms on which consumers digest content has rapidly increased. Because of this, effective 

advertising often relies on word-of-mouth marketing, and messages will only be passed on by 

consumers if they see the greater value of spreading the message.  

 

Storytelling as Branding 

There are many ways for the human species to convey their inner self to the world around 

them. We sometimes use thought processes like rational decision making to convey our morals, 

values, and priorities; but we also subconsciously seek a more symbolic way to portray self. As 

humans, we have an “inherent desire to communicate who we are” (Goffman, 1959) and the 

social practices we engage in, like consumption, represent a more intangible way for consumers 

to convey their priorities to the greater world (Schembri, 2010). The relationship between a 

buyer and his or her brand has been coined “brand consumption” and is best defined as the study 

of “how consumers use brands to construct their self through the utilization of emotions and 

interaction” (Schembri, 2010). 

 Brand consumption can be applied to both low and high-risk decision making. In a study 

by Khan (2013), an experiment was performed to determine whether mundane, inconsequential 

buying choices are correlated to one’s political ideals and values. The experiment found that in 

routine purchase decisions, those who self-identified with conservative values were more likely 

to purchase established, national brands over “riskier” generic brands. Further, these buyers 
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showed a slower adoption rate of new products and brands as a whole. Results from this study 

concluded that even in the most routine decisions, traits associated with one’s values, or 

reflection of self, appear as an influence (Khan, 2013).  

When viewing brand association with high-risk decisions and luxury products, it is also 

concluded that consumers attempt to portray self in decision-making. A market research study 

performed by Toyota Prius found that the most frequented reason given for purchasing a new car 

was that it “makes a statement about me” (Maynard, 2007). Evidence indicates that buying 

choices are linked with what the consumer wishes to expose of themselves to the world around 

them. It is the brands that consumers choose to purchase that distinguish what message they will 

convey to others.  

Research suggests that just as brands can be used to represent one’s self, consumers can 

assign human characteristics to brands to have a relationship with self (Fournier, 1998). A study 

by Fournier demonstrates that a brand acts as an active relationship partner, requiring constant 

consumption by the consumer and production of content by the brand to uphold meaning (1998). 

It is also noted that while brands may act as an active relationship partner, the relationship is not 

solely two-way (Belk, 1998). The third party of a customer-brand relationship is the social 

community surrounding the buyer, as the community’s opinion will play a large role in the 

continued attractiveness of a brand. In an interview by Schembri (2010), a woman was asked to 

describe her emotions toward her favorite branded item. She says: 

“I love my car. I call her Cammy and I take care of her. I wash her, I talk to her, when I 

leave I say goodbye to my car. I buy different accessories for her and say that this is what 

you get for taking me places. I know it sounds crazy, but I love my car.”  
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For this respondent, her car was more than a product. She exhibits the emotions and interactions 

defined as attributes of brand consumption. Because a relationship is established between 

customer and brand, it must also be noted that there is room for the customer-brand relationship 

to change (Schembri, 2010). It is because of the personal tie between a brand and customer that 

brands are incentivized to maintain an attractive reputation while continuously renovating 

products and producing associated contact to continue engagement. 

The extremity to which consumers relate themselves to the brands they consume gives 

marketers a weighted incentive to create stories that not only accurately represent a brand, but to 

create stories that effectively identify with their target customer base. 

 

Storytelling as Relationships 

 Marketing strategy has changed holistically since the growth markets of the 1950s and 

1960s. During this time period, often considered the booming years for advertising as an 

industry, marketers focused on capturing volume and market share – a strategy that is now 

identified as a “transactional approach” (Christopher, 2002).  As markets grew and consumers 

were more frequented by advertisements, it became harder to capture market attention and reach 

goals of scale. In order to adapt to the new market, a new marketing strategy was formed, 

deemed “relationship marketing,” which emphasized a long-standing, two-way relationship 

between brands and customers (Christopher, 2002). In order to create these long-standing 

relationships, businesses often rely on storytelling to convey to customers where their 

organization began, where they are now, and where they plan to position themselves in the future 

(Pham, 2012). 
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The hope of relationship marketing is that a business will establish an understanding and 

consistent interaction with a customer so that said customer duly forms a sense of loyalty to the 

influencing brand. In order to effectively implement a relationship marketing strategy, research 

shows that the business must 1) implement the strategy across all business functions so as to 

keep the strategy from being siloed to solely marketing objectives, and 2) emphasizes customer 

retention over customer acquisition (Christopher, 2002). The relationships between transactional 

and relationship marketing is expressed in the diagram below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The burden of creating these long-standing relationships falls on the story the business 

chooses to tell and how they decide to tell it. The need for effective storytelling within a 

company has grown so great that many organizations are creating roles specific to this objective: 

The Chief Storyteller/Chief Content Officer (Pulizzi, 2012). 

More than consumers want to hear a compelling story, they want to be a part of the story. 

Prompting word-of-mouth advertising among fans is not only beneficial for the psychological 

attachment of current customers but is effective in gaining new followers as well.  According to 

Figure 2: (Christopher, 2002) 
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an article cited in InPerspective Magazine entitled “What Sex, Food and Selfies Have to do with 

Effective Social Marketing,” two Harvard researchers proved that sharing thoughts and 

experiences activates the reward center of the brain – the same area that is activated by sex, food, 

and exercise (Mancuso & Stuth, 2014). The importance of customer interaction is furthered by 

the growing popularity “second-screen technology,” where television programs can interact with 

their viewers via platforms like Twitter (Mancuso & Stuth, 2014).  

This interaction between brand and customer mimics the relationship between story and 

audience noted as a best-practice by academics. Allowing an audience to not only experience a 

story, but to find ways to relate to it in order to be a part of it, captures a new level of personal 

investment. Audiences can best relate to stories through indices, or experiential touch points 

(Woodside, 2010). Woodside gives an example of this connectivity in his journal published in 

Psychology and Marketing: 

“Indices in stories can cause automatic (implicit) awareness, comprehension, and 

empathy among listeners/viewers…the more indices we have for a story that is being 

told, the more places the story can reside in memory. Consequently, we are more likely to 

remember a story [vs. a lecture] and to relate the story to experiences already in 

memory…the more indices, the greater the number of comparisons with prior 

experiences and hence the greater learning” (2010). 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This study will be performed using a combination of primary and secondary research. 

Secondary research will include a consolidation of current academic research regarding 

storytelling principles as well as storytelling in relation to psychology, branding and 

relationships. From this secondary research, I will identify trends in what experts in storytelling 

structure and impact consider valuable to storytelling. These findings will be consolidated into 6-

8 categories that are marked by academics to identify a compelling story. Primary research will 

be conducted in the form of interviews. I will identify professionals in a breadth of industries that 

use storytelling as a key component of their profession. These professionals will be interviewed 

to see which of the 6-8 categories they consider invaluable components to storytelling in their 

own industries. The interviewees will then be prompted for attributes of compelling storytelling 

from their own experience that were excluded from the 6-8 categories. Results from these 

interviews will be qualitative and will be compared to and combined with academic findings. 

Both the primary and secondary research will serve as the basis for a set of refined 

categories outlining the components of a compelling story. These categories will serve as a guide 

for marketers utilizing content marketing initiatives within their campaign to ensure their 

message encompasses attributes of a story that will be psychologically appealing and decision-

moving.  

This list will then be tested in a case-study fashion against a marketing campaign 

identified as part of a storytelling initiative. This campaign will be analyzed for the components 

identified in the self-engineered list through campaign deliverables and corporate interviews. 

Success will be measured in a qualitative fashion after campaign results and metrics from 

internal sources are reviewed.   
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Summary of Established Categories 

My consolidation of research in academia resulted in the following six categories as a 

comprehensive list of qualitative components necessary for conveying a compelling story. The 

following categories are supported by academic findings as referenced and will serve as the basis 

for the final case study: 

 

Audience Indices 

Audience indices are described as “experiential touch points” (Woodside, 2010) that 

allow an audience to see themselves as a part of a brand’s story. When an audience can relate to 

the emotions, experience, or motivations conveyed by a character, a foreign message becomes 

familiar and serves as a check that an audience member is following the path the brand has set to 

drive action. 

This call for relatability can extend past familiar plot points and instead describe a story’s 

ability to relate to the functions of the human mind. Because memory is captured, stored and 

retrieved in the form of stories and is episodic in nature (Woodside, 2010), delivering a message 

in familiar packaging enables effective and impactful delivery. Even if audience members have 

not experienced firsthand the events conveyed by a story’s characters, genre stereotypes can 

assist in achieving understanding. For example, although an audience member may not have 

experience riding horses, shooting up saloons and defeating local villains, they can still grasp the 

thematic danger and courage conveyed by a western hero due to repetitive exposure to the 

Western genre. Emotions and understanding associated with genre stereotypes have been 

engrained as expectations in an audience member’s mind and can assist in thematic messaging. 
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Ensuring the inclusion of audience indices through familiar (and often stereotyped) story 

structure, characters, or settings can help bridge gaps in understanding between messages 

conveyed by brand and messages received by audience. This connection serves in driving the 

action desired of customers by brand.  

 

Value-Add 

As a psychological principle of storytelling, audiences seek stories that impact their 

understanding and perspective on the world or call for action in the world’s physical state 

(Gopnik, 2017). The “value-add” component of storytelling ensures that a brand is able to 

maintain the attention of an audience while ensuring that the audience finds the brand’s message 

relevant to their passions, desires or causes. 

With constant overexposure to content, the capacity for message retention by an audience 

member is negatively correlated with the quantity of messages presented in a given period of 

time. In advertising alone, a typical consumer sees over 5,000 messages per day (Johnson, 2006). 

This number does not take into consideration the many other forms of storytelling that vie for an 

audience’s attention: movies, television, social media, books, podcasts, images, or blog posts. To 

make a story louder than the thousands of others surrounding it, storytellers should use 

convicting messaging that ensures audiences grasp the value of understanding said message. A 

story that embodies the value-add component will be crafted around the way understanding its 

message has the potential to change the way its audience understands the world around them. 

The value the story offers its audience serves as the core of what compels the audience to listen 

to the message. 
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Emotional Drive 

A classically emphasized component of deliberation, pathos, or weaving emotion into a 

story, allow storytellers to conjure an emotional response from an audience. As proved by the 

research of Schembri (2010), attaching emotions to a concept that would otherwise be foreign to 

an audience creates personal and humanistic connection.  

The power of emotion lies in its ability to transcend the boundaries of time and space 

(Mancuso & Stuth, 2014). Unlike limited references of a time period’s music, political 

environment or traditions, emotion serves as a constant. When reading the story of Romeo and 

Juliet, audiences are not left confused by motivations as they, too, have felt (or have been 

exposed to someone who feels) sadness. They, too, have felt or been exposed to love. While 

William Shakespeare lived in a time period without unanswered text messages and the haunting 

presence of a broken relationship via social media, audiences are able to connect with the 

characters he depicts and the tragic, romantic message he conveys. Emotions are the primary 

driver behind the effectiveness of audience indices. While indices lead an audience to 

understanding, emotions form the connection between audience and brand.  

 

Intent to Share 

Effective storytelling creates a message or call to action so memorable and powerful that 

audiences are incentivized to transfer ownership from their own understanding to that of another. 

As a crafter of a story, one finds obvious motivations for sharing his or her message. The key to 

making this message effective is ensuring that an audience reaches a level of understanding that 

they, too, are motivated to share. Mancuso & Stuth describe storytelling as a “timeless” call to 

share the knowledge we have accumulated with others (2014). In creating a message that a 
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consumer would want to hoard to themselves, the message of a story becomes the limit of 

success in what the storyteller was originally motivated to do: share.  

As a brand, the storyteller’s reliability and trustworthiness is immediately limited by 

perception of customers. Modern consumer assumptions project that brands will willingly 

convey false messaging to drive sales. Because of this fad, brands as storytellers have 

transitioned to create messages that have purpose beyond driving sales and instead focus on the 

benefit of their customer and his or her surrounding environment. This triple-bottom-line 

strategy conveys to customers that their own interests, passions and priorities are also being 

prioritized by the company they purchase from and that their investment in that company can 

drive change.  

 

Describes the Brand 

The ability of a story to represent the storyteller producing it establishes credibility 

between audience and messenger while setting the stage for maximum effectiveness in allowing 

a story to represent its audience (described in detail in the following section).  

As exemplified by the John Deere illustration in Pulizzi’s findings, storytellers that 

produce content true to what their brand or image represents establish the much-needed rapport 

necessary for effective messaging (2012). When audiences see that the sender of a message has 

expertise or excellent reputation in the topic they attempt to deliver, the message itself is more 

effective. If celebrity gossip publications magazines began reporting political news, readers may 

label the content unreliable. The lack of agreement between storyteller and story jeopardizes the 

effectiveness of the message communicated. When telling stories that are not holistically 

represented by a specific brand or entity, continuity takes on the role of brand. For example, 
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when viewing a movie depicting the evils of slavery, the message is most effective if the 

characters and setting of the story represent a time when slavery was prominent. This continuity 

establishes expertise among the characters and events to convey a trustworthy message to the 

audience. 

 

Represents the Customer 

Effective stories represent the audience they attempt to target. It is a psychological truth 

that humans have an inherent desire to communicate who they are to the greater world, if only to 

establish a sense of purposeful presence and uniqueness among the masses (Goffman, 1959). The 

clothes we choose to wear, the events we choose to attend, and the stories we choose to tell all 

represent the inner values of the host.  

When a consumer identifies with the motivations of or messages conveyed by a story, 

they not only establish a strong desire to associate themselves with the story, but to show this 

association to the outside world. In the world of film, this could be posting a clip of a movie 

trailer to share with one’s social media following. In the world of brands, it could be wearing 

only name-brand leggings to yoga class. This personal take on brand consumption is found in 

low and high-risk associations (Khan 2013) and is directly correlated to the consumer’s 

motivation to share said content. When identity is established within a brand, a connection 

between story and audience transforms into a relationship. 
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The categories described above were summarized and defined to interviewees as the following: 

 

Audience Indices 

Audience can see themselves as a part of your brand’s story instead of just watching a foreign 

story unfold before them. Audiences can relate to and understand the emotions/experiences 

portrayed through various touch points [indices] in the story.  

 

Value-Add 

Audience can see that your message is not only useful but allows them opportunities they 

otherwise wouldn’t be offered. Exhibits an ability to show customers that they should not only 

want your product/service, but they should question how they have ever functioned without it. 

 

Emotional Drive 

There is strong emotion woven throughout the story that is told – triumph, defeat, discovery, 

invincibility, humor. Emotions add a humanistic aspect to a story that drives decision-making 

and increases memorability of a message. This aspect of storytelling ensures that your story does 

not fall victim to background noise, but instead impacts the audience’s thoughts and actions.  

 

Intent to Share 

Audience experiences an incentive to move information from their ownership to the ownership 

of a friend. There is an obvious call to action or internal/external incentive to share the presented 

information.  
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Describes the Brand 

The story told gives insight as to who the brand is, what the brand symbolizes, and how the 

brand adds value; establishes clear connection between the brand’s value and the desire of the 

customer. 

 

Represents the Customer 

Enables the customer to make decisions that represent the self; paints a consistent and desirable 

picture with which the audience will desire to associate. 
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RESULTS 

Interview Summary & Transcripts 

Table 1 (below) shows the questionnaire presented to and completed by interviewees. 

What follows is a summary of the interviews conducted with various professionals that prioritize 

effective storytelling as a benchmark of success in their respective industries. The questionnaire 

displayed in Table 1 was sent to respondents by email and, dependent on the preference of the 

interviewee, was completed via phone or email. Respondents who chose to complete the 

interview via email were given further explanations of the categories by the researcher if needed.  
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Table 1: Storyteller Questionnaire 

 

“Storytelling in Marketing” – Senior Thesis Research Project 

     

Interviewee:  

 

Academics collectively identify the following as characteristics of a well-told story: 

 

Audience indices 

 

Audience can see themselves as a part of your brand’s story instead of just 

watching a foreign story unfold before them. Audiences can relate to and 

understand the emotions/experiences portrayed through various touch points 

[indices] in the story.  

 

Value-add 

 

Audience can see that your message is not only useful, but allows them 

opportunities they otherwise wouldn’t be offered. Exhibits an ability to show 

customers that they should not only want your product/service, but they should 

question how they have ever functioned without it. 

 

Emotional Drive 

 

There is strong emotion woven throughout the story that is told – triumph, 

defeat, discovery, invincibility, humor. Emotions add a humanistic aspect to a 

story that drives decision-making and increases memorability of a message. 

This aspect of storytelling ensures that your story does not fall victim to 

background noise, but instead impacts the audience’s thoughts and actions. 

 

Intent to share 

 

Audience experiences an incentive to move information from their ownership to 

the ownership of a friend. There is an obvious call to action or internal/external 

incentive to share the presented information. 

 

Describes the Brand 

 

The story told gives insight as to who the brand is, what the brand symbolizes, 

and how the brand adds value; establishes clear connection between the brand’s 

value and the desire of the customer. 

 

Represents the 

Customer 

 

Enables the customer to make decisions that represent the self; paints a 

consistent and desirable picture with which the audience will desire to associate. 

 

 

Please identify which, if any, apply to storytelling in your respective industry and describe, in 

detail, examples of each. 

 

Audience indices  

Value-add  

Emotional Drive  

Intent to share  
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Describes the Brand  

Represents the 

Customer 

 

 

Based on your experience, are you able to identify any requirements of a well-told story not 

listed above? Please describe the those requirements in the space below. 

 

From most to least influential, please rank the six attributes listed above.  

 

Category Rank 

Audience indices  

Value-add  

Emotional drive  

Intent to share  

Describes the brand  

Represents the customer  

 

Think about storytelling campaigns in your respective industry that left an impression on you in 

the way they were able to send a message that triggered responses and impacted audiences.  

- 

Below, please list these examples of initiatives that have used storytelling-style marketing to 

execute campaigns in your respective industry. 
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Red Sanders 

Red Sanders is the President of Red Productions, a full-service creative video production 

studio based in Fort Worth, Texas. Since its inception, Red Productions has evolved into two 

distinct branches of the company: Red Productions, which focuses on partnering with brands to 

create stories through video, and Red Entertainment, the portion of the company dedicated to the 

production of short and feature-length films. Sanders’ responses were given from the perspective 

of his storytelling process when working exclusively with Red Productions.  

When asked about the importance of audience indices in filmmaking, Sanders focused on 

the necessity of making sure both the message and channel are targeted to a specific audience – 

especially when surrounded by a noisy environment. He said, “At our core, there’s more noise 

around us than ever before, so you have to work hard to find a story that strikes a specific 

customer. It’s like building a friendship – you want a shared, common experience. Using a 

brand’s story is a much more interesting way to attract people to that brand.” Sanders added that 

as a modern culture, everything around us is specialized and that has led to brands fine-tuning 

their messages to serve the need of a specific customer. “Gone are the days where we all tune in 

to one national channel to watch a show all together,” Sanders continued, “Everyone’s interests 

are uniquely spoken to.” While generic campaigns may have worked for advertising in the past, a 

company will now have to put out 100 messages to talk to 100 different customers.  Making sure 

that audiences feel connected to a story is pertinent to the ability for a message to be heard.  

Sanders stressed that emotional drive is the core of the storytelling process. When 

working to create creative briefs with his own customers, he emphasizes them to question: “Why 

should [your audience] care?” Sanders believes that if you establish the emotional investment at 

the front of the creative process, the story gains the ability to project this message fluidly. The 
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“why” behind a message is what resonates with the customer, as “people forget sales pitches, but 

they remember stories.” Sanders stated that this emotion must be conjured genuinely, and the 

entire creative process should be centered around figuring out the message of a story. In the 

process, if Sanders’ team touches an emotion, they establish resonance. Unsusceptible to naivety, 

Sanders did not forget to mention the risk with using emotion as influence. He warned, “There’s 

a flip side – you can create an emotional message or the funniest spot and tag the brand at the 

end and people still may forget. Could you take the logo off the end and slap another company’s 

name on there and it will work? If yes, it may be entertaining but it won’t drive brand value.” 

Finally, Sanders noted that the ability of a story to describe the brand presenting the 

message is crucial to the impact the story will have. From the customer’s perspective, 

understanding the brand you interact with will dynamically alter the relationship you have with 

that brand. As Sanders said, “Brands are like people in our lives – we interact with them just as 

much or more than we do with the people in our lives.” Because of this continuous exposure, 

customers want brands to be an extension of what they believe, as this constant interaction serves 

as a representation of the customer. Because audiences can be so diverse, it is important that 

brands recognize how and when to expose their characteristics. Sanders used ATT as an 

illustration for this strategy – he commented that because ATT serves such a diverse customer 

base, they must highlight certain pieces of their brand for some audiences and different pieces for 

others. “When this is done well and authentic,” Sanders continued, “it leads to a clear connection 

with the customer.” 
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Lindsay Davenport 

Lindsay Davenport is a New Mexico-turned-Dallas photographer who specializes in 

couple and wedding photography. Accompanying Lindsay’s self-run photography business is her 

company blog, where she is consistently creating and publishing content for her various 

audiences: newlyweds, new mothers and aspiring photographers. Lindsay uses storytelling to 

integrate the stories of her customers and followers into the story of her business, Lindsay 

Davenport Photos.  

When presented with the six storytelling categories identified by academics, Davenport 

noted emotional drive as the most influential storytelling tactic for her profession. Her primary 

way of driving emotion through her photographs is achieved through audience relationship and 

aspiration. When showcasing her own work via her website, Davenport organizes posts by each 

couple she photographs while including blurbs about the couple’s relationship history and future 

plans. Davenport commented that this format “can cause others to feel like they know [her] 

couples or feel as though they want their wedding day captured in such a way.” Establishing this 

connection with Davenport’s work incentivizes the business of new customers, but even more 

valuable, establishes customer loyalty.  

Davenport also recognized the importance of the ability for a story to describe the brand 

telling it. At the core of her brand, Davenport describes Lindsay Davenport Photos as “joyful, 

uplifting, encouraging, and insightful.” When interacting with her clients and audience, both 

electronically and face-to-face, Davenport makes an attempt to carry this messaging throughout 

the entire audience experience. Further, Davenport considers herself an extension of her brand. 

She said, “I feel so strongly to try to serve and uplift my clients [by] loving on them during their 

experience with me. I want people to recommend me and my brand knowing they’re in good 
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hands and taken care of.” This can only be accomplished if the story she tells is consistent from 

the customer’s first to final interaction with her brand.  

Finally, Davenport emphasized the importance of an audience’s intent to share. She felt 

that for her brand specifically, her own representation as the brand creates a level of relatability 

that incentivizes her audience to share her content. She described the wide array of audience 

members that she finds sharing her content with their own followers – previous clients, personal 

friends, or third parties who have been recommended by aforementioned clients and friends. She 

noted that her business has thrived off of word-of-mouth, as just like any social media user, her 

followers initially consisted of her close family and friends. As she began interacting with clients 

and posting content, she created a bridge to connect her to a new audience. Davenport 

commented on the probable path these new customers take to reach her brand: “…when [these 

customers] are visiting with a friend about learning how to use their camera or wedding 

photography, they think, ‘Oh, [I know] this girl Lindsay who likes the same things [you do!]” 

This word of mouth exposure links otherwise unknowing customers to Lindsay. It is the ability 

to touch the common interests of her audience that incentivizes them to share this “valuable, free, 

encouraging information” with their friends.  

 

Johnny Marshall 

Johnny Marshall is a Dallas, TX native and current resident accredited with spearheading 

the development of the largest audio post-production facility in the Southwest. With musical 

training in jazz and opera and modern expertise in sound design, Marshall has worked with 

world-renown artists like Phil Collins, Stevie Ray Vaughan, and ZZ Top. This work has earned 

him multiple gold, platinum, and double-platinum records. As he ventured into the realm of 
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filmmaking, he worked on sound design for films like Leap of Faith (1992), Upstream Color 

(2013) and A Ghost Story (2017). His work on Upstream Color earned him the highly coveted 

“US Dramatic Special Jury Award for Sound Design” at the Sundance Film Festival in 2013.  

Audience indices are the foundation for purpose in Marshall’s work. He says that “in 

film, there are usually certain aspects that members of the audience can find a relationship with. 

That can be a certain character, situation, or emotion being portrayed.” Marshall uses his ability 

to manipulate sound in assisting the audience to achieve genuine connection with these 

characters. These connections are what carry a story from being purely entertaining to reaching 

full impact.  

Sound in film is directly tied to emotion, and Marshall sees his job as the agent that 

brings this to life. He comments that it is the sound designer’s responsibility to draw the 

audience into a scene and never allow them to be pulled out. Through the use of sonic pallets, 

Marshall can make a foreign scene feel natural to a viewer so they can focus on the story and 

message of the film. If he fails to do his job, he says the viewer will be “detached from the 

emotion and the story itself.” Ironically, he says the biggest compliment a sound designer can get 

is to receive no compliments at all – this is how he knows he has effectively empowered the 

story. He says, “If I have done my job right, then the viewer is drawn to the story or the message 

behind the story and not the individual elements that I have added to help drive it.” When asked 

what he would add as a requirement to effectively tell a story, Marshall commented on this 

immersion. He said, “I think the ability to be completely immersed in a story to where the 

complications and burdens of the outside world no longer affect the audience is invaluable.” 

When an audience leaves one of Marshall’s film with the intent to share, he knows he has 

told a compelling story. This motivation to tell others about the message of a film means that the 
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story has connected with a viewer that will change the way they see the world around them. He 

says, “If an audience walks away with the right message, then they are more likely to pass that 

message on.” This word-of-mouth effect serves as a first-hand example of the power that lies in 

storytelling. 

 

Toni Haas-Williams 

Toni Haas-Williams is an author, speaker and philanthropist in Austin, TX that relies on 

storytelling as the backbone of her many professions. She has completed novels and screenplays 

across several genres and, in this season of her life, is devoted to writing stories that connect 

people to positive, everyday acts. Last year, she finished Take Fire, the first novel in her young 

adult fantasy series: “The Color of Fire.” She has previously worked with another writer to 

complete a screenplay based on the real-life adventures of Robert Vincent Cappodano, a 

Vietnam War Chaplain. Outside and in the realm of writing, Toni’s work is founded on the idea 

that words can change the world. 

Haas-Williams finds the value-add aspect of storytelling most influential to a compelling 

story. She writes her stories with the goal of “changing lives” through the impact of 

“unforgettable characters who either keep the reader from making the character’s mistake or 

inspire the reader to greater courage of understanding.” She warns of the negative effects that 

come with attempting to teach readers a lesson or change their way of thinking: “If you’re 

preachy in an effort to embed a message, no one is interested…however, if you weave 

information by increments throughout the story, whether it’s conscious or not, readers realize, on 

some level, that they’ve learned something and been affected.” It is the balance of teaching a 

personal lesson through the third-person perspective of characters that can achieve true value. 
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Emotion plays a large role in Haas-Williams’ storytelling process, and she believes 

emotion can be most effectively conveyed when tied to a character, as it allows the audience to 

relate. She says, “We can feel empathy for groups (i.e. the Jews in the concentration camps), but 

our level of vicarious involvement rises significantly when the victim, hero, villain is 

personalized by an individual who is recognizable, relatable.” She believes that the target of 

empathy needs a face to invoke genuine emotion from the audience. 

Haas-Williams considers her brand as an author just as important as it is to a company. 

The ability for her brand to describe the person she is and the content she creates is directly 

related to the connection she achieves with her readers. On the topic of branding, she says, 

“Whether the brand is a company, corporation or individual, the product (or story) must always 

parallel the philosophy, the value of that product of that story. My persona as the author and my 

body of works must reflect more or less the same set of values.” She says the importance of 

creating a consistent brand lies in the depth of relationship she is able to create with her readers: 

“If I write erotica in one book and produce a nonfiction on how to elevate morality in media, my 

audience is not only NOT going to overlap, but they are going to clash, be pitted against one 

another.” It is vital for the work of an entity to represent the entity itself.  

When asked what requirement of storytelling Haas-Williams’ thought was missing from 

the academic consolidation, she focused on innovation. She believes that for real action to take 

place, there must be a unique or compelling buy-in for the consumer or audience. The consumer 

must be encouraged that this new story is “the only avenue, or at least the best avenue, to pursue 

this next, new thing.” 
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SJ Chiro 

 SJ Chiro is a Seattle-based director and producer of both short and feature-length films, 

most notably Third Days Child (2008), Howard from Ohio (2011) and Lane 1974 (2017). Her 

most recent work, Lane 1974, has been acknowledged by the Seattle International Film Festival 

(SIFF) and South by Southwest (SXSW). The film won the title of “New American Cinema” 

category at the SIFF awards as well as a nomination for the SXSW Gamechanger Award at 

SXSW. In her short-film work, Chiro focused on cause pieces specific to the Seattle region. 

 A large proportion of conversation with Chiro revolved around audience indices. While 

she sang accolades to its importance, she also made note of the breadth of audiences whom are 

able to connect to a singular touch point. She continued, “There are so many stories about people 

in distant lands that have lives foreign to ours that we can still connect with through the emotions 

they experience and the struggles they endure. Making characters compellingly human is the key 

to effective relationships with your audience.” While Chiro made the case that indices don’t have 

to directly reflect the audiences to which they speak, diverse representation remains a significant 

downfall of filmmaking. She noted the lack of diversity in many of the Hollywood and indie 

films that reach large audiences: “The industry has been through years of backward thinking 

where they think the only way to make a story to which people can relate is to feature a while 

male as the lead. Other stories are being told all the time that are even more compelling that 

don’t have this stereotypical character at all!” As a testament to her opinion on indices, Chiro 

used Lane 1974. While the coming-of-age film stars a teenage girl living on a Northern 

California commune, Chiro said she gets the most passionate reactions from viewers that are 

fathers. While the main character presents indices that obviously relate to a young woman, 
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fathers of these young women also resonated with the main character and were able to apply her 

learnings to their own relationship with their daughters.  

 Capturing genuine human emotion proves incredibly important for effective audience 

indices, but Chiro also related it to her ability to emotionally immerse the audience. She says that 

emotional drive is “everything” in her creative process, as it must infuse every aspect of a film. 

She continues, “There are stories that you just watch the movie and its over and you don’t think 

about it again – that’s not the kind of work I like to make. I like to make work that will visit you 

unexpectedly and the way to do that is to make it emotionally rich and true.” The ability to infect 

an audience member’s perspective through emotion leads directly into the important of value-

add, which Chiro comments as another primary consideration: “When I was working on [Lane 

1974], the value-add I was thinking of was…for society to not forget this part of history…I’m 

now writing on my new film and am thinking about the value-add aspect. I can’t just leave the 

audience with the story – I’m feeling the pressure and necessity of giving the audience 

something – leaving them with something good.”  

 

Table 2 gives a summary of each respondent’s interview in regard to all six categories. 
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Table 2: Interview Summary Table 

 Audience Indices Value-Add Emotional Drive Intent to Share 
Describes the 

Brand 

Represents the 

Customer 

Red 

Sanders 
Advertising 

Both messaging and 

channels have grown 

increasingly niche for 

audiences; to stand out 

against the noise, indices 

are important to win over 

audience attention. 

Having a resonate 

message breaks down 

the barrier between 

advertiser and 

consumer. A story is the 

entry point to the 

consumer, but it’s the 

value-add that keeps 

them listening. 

 

This must be 

established at the front 

of the creative process 

to ensure it is carried 

throughout the story. 

Emotion is only 

effective when it drives 

brand value.  

Instead of focusing on 

the reach a story can 

achieve, it’s more 

affective to ensure it’s 

reaching the right 

target audience. In 

order to reach 

maximum 

effectiveness, a story 

must be shared with 

the audience it was 

crafted for.  

 

Stories should not be 

interchangeable 

among brands. Brands 

are an extension of 

the customers that 

interact with them and 

therefore must 

possess authenticity to 

remain attractive.  

Customers vote with 

their dollars and are 

more compelled to 

exchange money for 

something that they 

feel represents their 

own values and 

interests.  

 

Ex: clothing 

 

Lindsay 

Davenport 
Photography 

 

Indices are focused on 

the people photographed 

and featured in online 

content. This takes form 

in similarities among 

tangible characteristics 

and life stages: marriage, 

family, DIY artist 

 

This requires constant 

revision. For 

photographers like 

Lindsay, it is often 

positioned as an ability 

to conserve intimate 

memories for loved 

ones that cannot 

immediately join in the 

experience. 

  

Wedding and couples’ 

photography is rooted 

in emotion. 

Photographs and blog 

content serves as 

inspiration for aspiring 

brides, wives, and 

mothers. 

Photography is 

personal to the couple 

being photographed, 

but there is an implicit 

ask to refer. If a client 

is satisfied with 

Lindsay’s product, 

that satisfaction takes 

the form of references 

by that client to other 

potential customers. 

 

Branding takes the 

form of physical – as 

seen in the style of 

photographs Lindsay 

creates – and 

emotional. Supported 

by client references 

and blog content, her 

brand is focused on 

identifying as joyful, 

uplifting, and 

insightful. 

There is room for 

client preference on 

certain shots they 

want in their 

collection of 

photographs. 

Lindsay’s work 

represents the 

emotions of her 

clients though the 

lighting, angles, and 

subject positioning 

she utilizes. 

 

 

Johnny 

Marshall 
Sound 

Development 

 

Indices are created 

through the characters of 

a film. The sound 

surrounding and 

integrated with these 

characters make the 

touch points authentic 

and emotionally 

immersive. 

 

No comment Capturing true emotion 

can only be 

accomplished if the 

audience is completely 

immersed in a story – a 

responsibility that relies 

heavily on the work of 

sound. Sound 

development is deemed 

successful if a viewer is 

drawn to a message 

behind the story and not 

This is a metric of 

success for sound 

development. If the 

sound compliments 

the pictures on screen, 

a story’s message can 

be more effectively 

transferred between 

storyteller and 

audience. The 

effectiveness of this 

transfer is directly 

No comment No comment 
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the individual elements 

added by the 

technician. 

 

correlated with the 

drive for an audience 

member to share the 

message with others. 

 

 

Toni Haas-

Williams 
Literature 

 

Audiences must be kept 

in mind during the 

entirety of the writing 

process. If a story isn’t 

crafted to compel the 

audience it was meant to 

impact, communication 

loses its effectiveness.  

 

A balance must be 

achieved between 

entertainment and 

greater messaging. 

Weaving information 

by increments 

throughout the story 

will allow readers to 

realize, on some level, 

that they’ve been 

impacted. 

 

The best way to evoke 

emotion is to tie the 

reader to a character in 

order to arouse 

empathy. Reader 

involvement rises when 

the empathy takes 

human form with an 

identifiable face. 

This rises out of 

enthusiasm about the 

product/story The 

stories readers share 

are the ones they 

cannot get out of their 

heads – whether that 

be due to an 

overwhelming impact 

or deep despise.  

Writers, like 

businesses, have a 

brand in which they 

must maintain a level 

of authenticity. Like 

all branded entities, 

the story told by a 

brand must reflect its 

philosophies and 

values. 

Because writers 

appeal to audiences 

attracted to their 

specific genre of 

work, it’s important 

that there is 

consistency in brand 

for the sake of these 

readers. Audiences 

may not believe the 

messaging of a 

Christian author if 

there are also erotica 

novels in their 

repertoire.  

  

 

SJ Chiro 
Film 

 

These are important to 

convey greater messages, 

but it isn’t always the 

characters that serve as 

indices. Many fantasy 

stories are centered 

around people in distant 

lands that have lives 

foreign to anything an 

audience has ever 

known. Audiences will 

still connect to these 

characters through 

emotion and situational 

struggle. 

 

Much of Chiro’s value-

add is centered around 

the desire to document 

moments of history in 

an effort to preserve 

their message for 

society.  

There is an obvious 

difference between 

movies an audience 

watches and never 

returns to again. The 

stories that capture 

human emotion 

compellingly are the 

ones that will continue 

to impact viewers long 

after the filmmaker is 

gone. 

There are cause films 

that have an obvious 

asks for the audience 

to incite action or 

change the amount of 

attention they give to 

an issue. Other times, 

films will ask 

audiences for a 

subtler ask, such as to 

pay attention to a 

certain aspect of 

humanity. 

This is implicit in an 

artist as the content 

they are creating 

originates from their 

mind and passions. 

Brands are looser in 

filmmaking, but there 

are aspects a director 

may always 

encompass. For 

Chiro, the films she 

creates focus on 

telling the stories of 

women in authentic 

ways. 

Because audiences 

resonate so closely 

with the movies they 

see, maintaining 

honest emotion and 

accurate worldview 

are the most important 

ways in which a 

filmmaker can stay 

true to their audience. 
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Results: Consolidation 

Findings from the above interviews justifies the following changes made to categories:  

As was made clear by the variety of storytellers interviewed, different stories produce 

different calls-to-action. Films, for example, may ask an audience to consider a new perspective. 

Photography may ask its audience to share an intimate piece of themselves with their 

surrounding world. Even when applying storytelling to a marketing subset, “intent to share” is 

not an all-encompassing term. Often, campaigns will ask customers to buy, support, or engage. It 

is for this reason future use of this category will reflect the change of “Intent to Share” to “Intent 

to Act.”  

As was emphasized by conversation with technician Johnny Marshall, the inclusion of 

emotion in a story does not guarantee impact. Instead, “emotional immersion” is much more 

applicable description for the way emotion best amplifies a story’s purpose. Emotion is at its 

peak effectiveness when it supports, and not overpowers, the audience. When emotion is used to 

immerse an audience in the story told, memory of the message is better retained and allows the 

audience to feel part of a story instead of watching it from a third-party perspective. For future 

use, the “emotional drive” category will be referred to as “emotional immersion.” 

I found that when presented with terms like “brand” and “customer,” many interviewees 

had a more difficult time understanding how those categories applied to their specialty. In order 

to make the categories more applicable to storytelling in all mediums, the following changes will 

also be made: “Describes the Brand” to “Describes the Creator” and “Represents the Customer” 

to “Represents the Audience.” 
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Case Study Beneath the Surface: Thavius Beck  

The following artifacts were provided by Stuart Pitts, current Product Marketing Manager 

for the Microsoft Mixed Reality team. Stuart was a key member in the creation and execution for 

the Beneath the Surface: Thavius Beck campaign during his time in Surface Marketing. With a 

recent progressive focus in storytelling marketing, the Microsoft Marketing department has 

referred to this campaign as a primary example of how Microsoft uses storytelling-centric 

marketing to win fans and fulfil their corporate mission to “empower every person and every 

organization on the planet to achieve more.” 

According to Product Marketing Manager Stuart Pitts, “the Beneath the Surface 

campaign was unique in that it worked to narrow in on specific audiences” (Pitts 2017). His 

division, the Beneath the Surface: Thavius Beck campaign worked to earn the hearts and minds 

of creators for Microsoft Surface. Until this campaign was launched, Microsoft competitor, 

Apple, was the brand most notorious for creating devices specific to artists and the Surface was 

positioned as a “tablet that can do more.” Pitts emphasized that “[Surface] wasn’t clear about 

who cares about our product. We needed to hone into the details to engage our actual audiences” 

(Pitts 2017). Just as Microsoft was unclear about who they were targeting with the Surface, 

audiences were unclear on why they needed it. Through the introduction of the Surface laptop 

and collaboration with software providers like Bitwig and Ableton, Microsoft made a move to 

reposition their device to better serve the audiences who needed it.  

The Microsoft Surface team used their newfound identity to tell Surface’s story from a 

trustworthy and empowering voice: Thavius Beck. Beck is an electronic musician, producer, and 

rapper based in Brooklyn, NY who gained notoriety during his time in Los Angeles. Beck’s 

electronic genre emphasizes the use of technology to create music, making him a perfect 
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advocate for Surface’s new positioning. Best of all, Beck is an organic Surface fan that gave a 

credible voice to his Surface promotions. Through the Beneath the Surface Campaign, Thavius 

Beck told the story of how he was better enabled as an artist by weaving the Microsoft Surface 

into his creative process. 

  

Approach 

 Partner with creative tool makers to bring the tools Creative Professionals love to 

Microsoft Surface in a way that opens up new possibilities for their creative workflow 

(through multi-touch and expressive pen input). 

 Focus on building grassroots momentum with communities of Creative Professionals by 

amplifying the voices of fans who are already telling this story to their communities.  

 Carry this narrative through our owned Microsoft marketing vehicles in a way that’s 

authentic to the audience, resulting in an end-to-end narrative around Surface for 

Creativity that spans TV advertising, web, retail, community generated blogs / reddit 

conversation. 

 

Artifacts 

The campaign was accompanied by a variety of graphic and video content produced 

internally and non-organically that served as the start of the Microsoft Surface story. As the story 

gained traction and drove impact, external and organic content began to spread by Microsoft 

fans, skeptics, and partners. The chart below serves as a guide to track the many posts, articles, 

and tweets that told Surface’s story.  
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 Internal External 

Organic Marketing blog posts via team 

members  

(Appendix 1) 

 

Executive amplification from Satya 

Nadella, CEO 

(Appendix 2) 

 

Press coverage 

(Appendix 3) 

 

Customer interactions (Twitter, reddit) 

(Appendix 4) 

Non-Organic Surface web panels 

(Appendix 5) 

 

Thavius Beck Trade Shows 

(Appendix 6) 

 

Bitwig partner content 

(Appendix 7) 

 

Seeded press coverage 

 

As determined by the Surface team, success of the campaign was indicated qualitatively. 

With the goal of telling “stirring stories of the people that love Surface to the communities 

they’re apart of” (Pitts 2017), word-of-mouth marketing was the standard by which success was 

measured. With more organic responses from influencers and audiences than ever garnered by 

Surface in the past, the results of this campaign are significant. Because this campaign is still 

noted by Microsoft marketers for its ability to tell a cohesive and compelling story, it will be 

tested against the six categories established by academia and industry professionals. Success will 

be indicated by application in 4 of the 6 categories serving under the assumption that these 

categories are aspects and not requirements of compelling storytelling.  

 

Thavius Beck for Microsoft Surface 

Audience Indices 

 

 This story touches three circles of audiences: 

o Core target audience: musicians/creators 

These creators see Thavius’ creativity being 

empowered through Microsoft allowing them to 

both relate to and be inspired by that partnership. 

o Secondary audience: music enthusiasts 
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Music impacts far more than those who create it, 

and the same can be said for the audience of this 

campaign. When music enthusiasts see Thavius as 

an empowered creator, they resonate with the 

mission of the campaign as well as Microsoft as a 

brand. 

o Tertiary audience: achievers 

Seeing someone empowered through their passions 

is an impactful experience that resonates with 

passionate people in general despite the parallel 

between passions. When audiences see Thavius’ 

passion for music brought to life, they are able to 

relate through the hope of bringing their own 

passions to life.  

 

Value-Add 

 

 Value-add: amplification of genuine voice; opportunity for 

changed perspective on the Microsoft brand 

 The campaign proposes a compelling message in a subtle 

way. This lack of aggression in advertising presents 

Microsoft as a genuine voice and allows viewers to consider 

Surface as a product and Microsoft as an empowering 

brand.  

 Without the subtle messaging, audiences may present a 

larger hesitancy in accepting Microsoft’s message and forgo 

the opportunity for Thavius’ story to impact their 

perspective on the brand.  

 

Emotional Immersion 

 

 Thavius Beck’s story is amplified over Microsoft. 

Audiences experience Thavius, a real entity engaging and 

bettering his community, being bettered as a creator. 

 Video was used as a medium to convey emotion – 

audiences are welcomed inside Thavius’ head to better 

understand his passion and how it is being empowered. 

 

Intent to Act 

 

 Ask: Give the target audience something that they never 

understood to be possible before.  

 The ask of this campaign was unique, as it began as an ask 

to listen. As time progressed, audiences began to engage 

past the original ask and shared the story with other fans 

instead of simply engaging with it as an individual. 

 Because Thavius’ story was so compelling, the campaign 

garnered a lot of organic coverage.  
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Describes the Creator 

 

 While the primary narrative of the campaign was Thavius 

and his music, a secondary narrative showcased the 

campaign’s creator, Microsoft, and what the entity 

represented. 

 Mission statement: Empower every person and every 

organization on the planet to achieve more/ 

 It is not only important that this campaign showcases 

Microsoft, but that audiences will believe what Microsoft is 

saying. This is accomplished through consistent messaging 

and genuine voice. 

o “Companies have to believe that what they have to 

say is the most important message. It doesn’t matter 

if you’re a mom and pop store or Microsoft” (Pitts). 

 Microsoft architectures the campaign to convey a sense of 

romance around their product via a real Microsoft fan doing 

real things. With a brand story focused on empowerment, 

this method allows the brand messaging to be shared via a 

genuine channel.  

 

Represents the Audience 

 

 For the creator: Software and device features specific for 

creators were created and implemented in product design. 

(Bitwig, touch controls, touch keyboard, radial menu, 

pressure sensitivity) 

 Thavius was a Surface Pro II fan and creator before the 

inception of the campaign. The features of the Surface 

aligned with his present needs and desires. 

 Thavius’ status was important to the campaign’s legitimacy. 

He was not a tier I influencer, such as rappers like Jay-Z, 

but also not unknown by his community. His status allowed 

him to better represent his audience. 
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RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS 

 The completion of my research adds value to the study of marketing practices in two 

ways: First, my research allowed for the organization of disjointed academic research for 

creation of a comprehensive strategy that empowers the practice of effective storytelling. Until 

this point, no study has consolidated the study of storytelling in terms of its psychological effect, 

branding complex, relationship nature or primary principles to create a list of best practices. 

Secondly, the emphasis of storytelling’s importance in targeting, reaching and compelling 

audiences paves the way for the future research of the financial implications of its 

implementation.  

 

Personal Insights 

As is made apparent by the case study, the category-centered beats highlighted in the 

Beneath the Surface: Thavius Beck campaign are central to the campaign’s impact on its targeted 

audience. Without its ability to touch audience indices, add customer value, describe the 

Microsoft brand and represent the creators it was created to speak to, the campaign would tell an 

inessential story. Through the application of storytelling categories to this case study, I have been 

able to partially demystify the power that lies in storytelling and drive three major conclusions: 

 

Storytelling gives stories life. Stories and storytelling are not synonymous. It is not 

uncommon for a brand, author, photographer or artist to have hold of a compelling story and fail 

to effectively communicate the message to others. Storytelling is the act moving one’s message 

from self to others in a way that affects their thoughts, actions and considerations; and there is a 

reason it has been used as a communication vehicle since the inception of time. Effective 
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storytelling brings stories to life. Through it, “everything is connecting something foreign to 

something familiar in order to change someone’s understanding of the world around them” (Pitts 

2017). When we take in, comprehend, and apply a story, we gain the ability to broaden our 

perspective and achieve a better understanding of the diverse world that surrounds us. 

 

Voice drives effectiveness in storytelling. In order to maximize effectiveness, storytelling 

tactics must reflect the storyteller. As was mentioned in storyteller interviews, “Whether the 

brand is a company, corporation or individual, the product (or story) must always parallel the 

philosophy, the value of that product of that story (Haas-Williams, 2018). Haas-Williams 

continues by describing that her ability to maintain branding in her voice not only creates trust 

between storyteller and audience but unites her audience as a cohesive community (2018). 

Without this continuity of voice, audiences become divided. As was shown in the Beneath the 

Surface: Thavius Beck study, audience allegiance is essential to grassroots and word-of-mouth 

traction. Creating a cohesive voice as a storyteller is all about establishing rapport with your 

audience in a way that binds them to the story but also one another.  

 

Audiences want to feel understood. When communicating a message via storytelling, it is 

pertinent that the storyteller show that they have established an understanding of the audience to 

which they are speaking. When stories are crafted for a specific audience, or to target a specific 

misunderstanding established by the general public, it establishes a base-level of understanding 

on which two perspectives can meet. As was evident in the Beneath the Surface: Thavius Beck 

study, Microsoft targeted creators as a specific audience as if to say, “We understand you, now 

try to understand why our message is valuable to you as an individual.” In establishing a level of 
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trust with an audience, storytellers show the audience that they are known. Understanding an 

audience is the first step in gauging how you as a storyteller can add value to them: how have 

you captured their desires, interests and understanding of the world and molded your message to 

communicate that understanding? 

 

When considering the single most compelling reason for a company to apply a storytelling 

approach to their marketing department, I find myself reverting to the importance of voice. As 

was emphasized by Microsoft’s Marketing Manager Stuart Pitts, “Authentic stories told through 

fans are more powerful than stories told through you” (2017). Advertising entrepreneur Red 

Sanders (2018) reiterated that customers today are bombarded by advertisements and messages 

from brands. What’s the best way to personalize and emphasize the value of your message? Have 

someone else send it. When customers hear from a voice who has no investment in increased 

sales of a product, service, or cause other than to emphasize its personal importance to them, 

they are more likely to trust the message conveyed. Further, as closely as the reputation of the 

voice telling a brand’s story parallels to the voice of the brand, the more effectively this voice 

can attribute to brand authenticity. The use of customers, partners, and communities to tell 

stories for brands is “so much more influential and impactful. The people you want to love you 

already love these people” (Pitts 2017).  
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix 1 (Marketing Blog Post) 

Microsoft Blog written by Stuart Pitts – Surface Book: the ultimate laptop for 

musicianshttps://blogs.windows.com/devices/2015/10/26/surface-book-the-ultimate-laptop-for-

musicians/#fyytbQemDWIIwT0q.97 

 

 
 

  

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__blogs.windows.com_devices_2015_10_26_surface-2Dbook-2Dthe-2Dultimate-2Dlaptop-2Dfor-2Dmusicians_-23fyytbQemDWIIwT0q.97&d=DwMGaQ&c=7Q-FWLBTAxn3T_E3HWrzGYJrC4RvUoWDrzTlitGRH_A&r=mKWbRYRmx35g6LzBvooZvO-jJNEIsOYQLMYD5p2V0Xs&m=yson0nxuiEtfwXcjsiF_J0342Lv71o1xYHJ2bpKISYU&s=86o_Nvc932zXtg295K1Xd5fL1461IAqLnp7pZV6R6DQ&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__blogs.windows.com_devices_2015_10_26_surface-2Dbook-2Dthe-2Dultimate-2Dlaptop-2Dfor-2Dmusicians_-23fyytbQemDWIIwT0q.97&d=DwMGaQ&c=7Q-FWLBTAxn3T_E3HWrzGYJrC4RvUoWDrzTlitGRH_A&r=mKWbRYRmx35g6LzBvooZvO-jJNEIsOYQLMYD5p2V0Xs&m=yson0nxuiEtfwXcjsiF_J0342Lv71o1xYHJ2bpKISYU&s=86o_Nvc932zXtg295K1Xd5fL1461IAqLnp7pZV6R6DQ&e=
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 Appendix 2 (Executive Amplification) 
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Appendix 3 (Press Coverage) 
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Appendix 4 (Customer Interactions) 
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Appendix 5 (Surface Graphics) 
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Appendix 6 (Thavius Trade Shows) 

Thavius Beck, Bitwig enthusiast and organic Surface fan, demoing prototype of Bitwig touch 

interface for Surface to audience at Summer NAMM trade 

show:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoBSP5Pnmps 

 

 
 

  

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_watch-3Fv-3DZoBSP5Pnmps&d=DwMGaQ&c=7Q-FWLBTAxn3T_E3HWrzGYJrC4RvUoWDrzTlitGRH_A&r=mKWbRYRmx35g6LzBvooZvO-jJNEIsOYQLMYD5p2V0Xs&m=yson0nxuiEtfwXcjsiF_J0342Lv71o1xYHJ2bpKISYU&s=vZDiroF6mqgEW5IWYGxM9-WtbYM-QJQvgtvvJUd7HMQ&e=
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Appendix 7 (Bitwig partner content) 
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Bitwig 1.3/Surface how-to video series:https://www.youtube.com/user/bitwig/videos 

  

Bitwig 1.3 launch video:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grM8exKd7mM 

  

Bitwig Managing Director, Placidus Schelbert, announcing Bitwig + Surface 

partnership:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gy7IAU-TIjU 

  

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_user_bitwig_videos&d=DwMGaQ&c=7Q-FWLBTAxn3T_E3HWrzGYJrC4RvUoWDrzTlitGRH_A&r=mKWbRYRmx35g6LzBvooZvO-jJNEIsOYQLMYD5p2V0Xs&m=yson0nxuiEtfwXcjsiF_J0342Lv71o1xYHJ2bpKISYU&s=IOC-Z04YbeHYmNb_8TdjU82LcYrljXsevSTtPvIunhY&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_watch-3Fv-3DgrM8exKd7mM&d=DwMGaQ&c=7Q-FWLBTAxn3T_E3HWrzGYJrC4RvUoWDrzTlitGRH_A&r=mKWbRYRmx35g6LzBvooZvO-jJNEIsOYQLMYD5p2V0Xs&m=yson0nxuiEtfwXcjsiF_J0342Lv71o1xYHJ2bpKISYU&s=nkvZ1VwLRcXPnHX0ifGE68fv9XpcgbtSC6lh71ZJOxU&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_watch-3Fv-3DGy7IAU-2DTIjU&d=DwMGaQ&c=7Q-FWLBTAxn3T_E3HWrzGYJrC4RvUoWDrzTlitGRH_A&r=mKWbRYRmx35g6LzBvooZvO-jJNEIsOYQLMYD5p2V0Xs&m=yson0nxuiEtfwXcjsiF_J0342Lv71o1xYHJ2bpKISYU&s=i1riLVCZtT1-cqdhU8IVEOYv2ntzBUw5LaVBJC5RYqA&e=
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